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ABSTRACT

 

I've dealt with in my research this offering to this topic thing that speaks mainly about the 

standings and the search phrase for several classes each semester by several sections , and 

above all this paving is composed of two sections talked about preparation doctrine of social 

in the literature , and show us how average this doctrine and how it achieves interests 

entangling whether at the individual level or at the level of the group dealt with the history of 

this doctrine of social as the doctrine of social in the ancient Near East was the basis of social 

thought in the literature where they are the starting point that appeared to show scientists and 

social reformers , philosophers , which had a clear imprint on their community in this era , so 

they had a deep impact and was one of the communities ancient Eastern affected by this 

doctrine and a prelude in which ideas , Egypt , Babylon , India , China and Japan . transverse 

social thought ancient Chinese , then social thought ancient Indian and social thought at the 

Greeks , and then talked about the second topic in the introductory chapter : the Hariri and 

Mqamath where touched first definition for Hariri is Abu Muhammad al-Qasim bin Ali bin 

Mohammed bin Othman al-Hariri and talk about it in some detail and then in the second 

requirement shrines Hariri spoke about the shrines Hariri has established Hariri fifty built 

according to the number that remained of the shrines Budaiya , and built by the ASC Kedia 

and were all tales of dramatic overflowing movement representative , in some detail , and 

exposed them to the definition established is a tale enumerated Author by coo -filled 

Bamufradat and strong words that reflect the strong culture of the writer and phrases 

indicating frequent Atalaath the readings , containing the sayings and rare judgment , and then 

talked about the standings and hit examples include the shrines of Al Hariri and Hariri shrines 

are considered the best literary model given us the following times after Abu Ala  .  

And then in the second chapter talked about the social construction of shrines and have found 

that the social structure is that the social structure as a whole is a set of regulatory frameworks 

that Tgkm in the surroundings of each human relations all , whether in relations between 

members of the same society or between members of different communities , then dealt with 

in the first section state of the country , the cross-sectional where the social situation : it has 

the role of a serious and effective in the development of the capacities of the individual and to 

identify trends and ideas , and there were three distinct layers in this era in which she was 

shrines and then the second requirement : the political situation : There are some events 

important in this day and age , which was one of the most important impact on writers and 

writing in their condition , of course, which was a historical witness to this era , it has become 

the capital of the Abbasid Baghdad instead of Damascus , where life flourished , and became 

want people from everywhere . The second topic: the intellectual life was the intellectual life 

in that era are very active and prosperous In addition to maintaining the state there was a 

boom in science and learning  >  

Then came the second chapter the problems of society in the age of the standings era shrines 

is the Abbasid era , and is the era of the Abbasid state is the era of Islam Golden , who was a 

Muslim from urbanization and the Sultan unless tell him before or after resulted in the Islamic 

arts monks Arabic literature quoted Sciences foreign , and the maturity of the Arab mind . 
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Then I spoke in the first section : phenomena in society Abbasi First, the influence of the 

servants what caused the weak governance , and then secondly : the system of feudalism : The 

system of feudalism had an adverse impact on unit Kingdoms Abbasid then spoke about life 

in the second Abbasid and through what we talked to him about the Abbasid period led to the 

presence of several major phenomena represent us life in the second Abbasid , including: 

1 - competition over sovereignty between the various elements and races  :  

2 - twice the Caliphate and the fragmentation independent principalities  .  

- Destructive movements addressed the internal movements of the Khawarij , the revolutions 

of the Alawites  .  

- Roman and Frankish raids on the edges where the raids took the Crusaders  .  

Then I spoke in the third section external influences on literature in the Abbasid era has 

flourished creativity in the golden age of the Abbasid Empire and continued in the neck and 

prosperity in an era of weak talked in terms of political , economic , social , and then talked 

about the artistic construction of the built and the image of the community and I knew held 

that it is the story or tell -tale writer , coupled with some jokes and literary matters dealt with 

different life style and consistency of high-level language , has been pouring in workmanship 

control 

Dealt with in the first topic: the construction of verbal 've marked filed workmanship verbal at 

some of what it carries a rhetorical and poetic Then came the second part, I talked about : 

building compositional for creativity installation technician full effective , must make every 

element of the composition of scenes shrines to compose a single necessary in the sense 

analog functional and expressive and aesthetic , and then came the third section which dealt 

with : the technical picture 

Occupied the Islamic Arts importance unmatched at the beginning of any other civilization 

and rhetoric , which constitutes the technical picture is pursued by the author in writing to 

built to use of analogies and metaphors used metaphor for making us , we take Bshi detail , as 

filed does not forsaken of metaphors and idioms , citing some pieces of of established 
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